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complex systems
are essential to our ability to interpret and
understand the world. These models take many
forms, including neural networks to interpret
and classify vast amounts of real world data,1
and high fidelity simulations of dynamic systems
using partial differential equations.2 Although
these models differ, they utilize many of the
same basic computational kernels from linear
algebra. Therefore, improvements to the underlying linear algebra kernels can have a significant
impact on a wide variety of workloads, including
machine learning, scientific computing,2 graph
analytics,3 and emerging augmented and virtual
reality (AR/VR) applications.4
One major obstacle to energy efficient linear
algebra is data movement. Over the past decade,
the energy cost of moving operands for a double
precision floating-point operation across an IC
has risen to over 10 the energy of the operation
itself.5 At the same time, to meet the rising demand for memory bandwidth, the transmission
rate of the off-chip interconnects has increased
faster than energy per bit has fallen, resulting in
higher peak power consumption.6 Based on these
trends, the U.S. Department of Energy has labeled
energy efficient data movement as one of the ten
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greatest challenges to exascale computing.7 The
high cost of data movement is especially acute
when dealing with large working sets, typical of
linear algebra workloads for scientific computing
and machine learning. The AlexNet deep neural
network, for instance, has 240 MB of weights, well
beyond typical sizes of last level caches, necessitating numerous off-chip accesses.8 (Even compressed versions require 6.9 MB.)9 In scientific
computing, the workloads are even larger, and are
often distributed across multiple clusters in a
supercomputer.
To ameliorate these problems, recent work
has focused on a class of in situ accelerators
that leverage the availability of dense, CMOScompatible resistive memories.10–14 In situ acceleration exploits the analog properties of a resistive memory array, often a crossbar, to perform
computation in the analog domain such that the
result of a dot product can be read from the bitlines of an array directly. Recent work has focused
on in situ matrix-vector multiplication (MVM);
however, other accelerators for applications
including associative computing with content
addressable memories have also been proposed.15
In situ acceleration differs from the processing in memory (PIM) concept that has been
widely explored as a potential solution to the
data movement challenge.16 PIM-based solutions
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operands are read
individually from
memory and processed, thereby neglecting a
potentially significant source of data movement
within the memory array. In situ acceleration,
by contrast, performs computation within the
array in the analog domain, and reads out the
result of the computation with an analog-to-digital
converter (ADC).

IN SITU MVM ACCELERATORS
In an in situ MVM accelerator, each resistive
memory element in a memory array is programmed inversely proportional to a corresponding matrix coefficient. Although many emerging
memory technologies have significant write latencies, the overhead can be amortized over many
computations that use the same matrix. Once the
values have been programmed into the array, a
voltage proportional to a vector coefficient is
applied to each wordline of the memory array
using a digital-to-analog converter (DAC), energizing the entire array simultaneously. Within the
analog domain, the currents through each element in a column sum together, and the resulting
current is quantized through an ADC.
The explanation above assumes high precision
ADCs and DACs, and cells that can be programmed reliably to tens of bits of precision, all of
which are costly at best, and potentially infeasible. To remedy this limitation, prior work on
in situ MVM leverages a technique called bit
slicing.10 The matrix is split into bit planes
where each plane contains the data residing at a
particular bit position of every matrix coefficient.
Each in situ operation produces the product
between a matrix bit slice and a vector bit slice,
the results of which are combined outside the
array using a shift and add reduction network. As
a result, the total number of crossbar operations
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required for a computation is equal to the product
of the number of matrix and vector bit slices.

CHALLENGES
The first architecture papers on in situ MVM
acceleration10–13 focused on machine learning
and optimization problems since the requirements of these applications are well suited to in
situ acceleration. The accelerators rely on three
properties of the workloads they accelerate: 1)
the inherent error tolerance of the applications; 2)
the ability to perform computation using narrow,
fixed-point operands; and 3) the dense structure
of the weight matrices involved in the computations. Although machine learning and combinatorial optimization are important, the utility of in
situ acceleration would be limited if these were
the only possible use cases. To enable a wider
range of applications, including scientific computing and graph analytics, requires three additional
capabilities: reliable computation, floating-point
support, and efficient handling of sparse matrices.

Reliability
Error accumulation in the analog domain has
been a consistent issue with analog computing
since the noise margins are much smaller than in
a conventional digital system. These smaller noise
margins make parasitic noise sources within the
memory arrays an even more pressing problem
than in conventional memory array design. Additionally, Hamming Codes and other stronger
forms of ECC typically used in von-Neumann
systems cannot directly be applied to in situ computation. Hamming Codes require the values to be
read, then corrected, and finally used for computation; in in situ computation, however, a dotproduct is first computed within the memory
array, then read, and only corrected at the end.
Therefore, ECC for in situ computation must be
preserved under addition operations.
There have been several proposals to improve
the reliability of computation using in situ accelerators. Hu et al.17 demonstrated that by using
the continuous programmability of memristive
devices, each array element can be programmed
to compensate for the specific parasitic effects
it is subject to. To support error correction,
Feinberg et al.18 propose applying AN codes,
a type of arithmetic code where operands are
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respectively implemented as division
and remainder operations. Further improvements
to AN codes can be achieved by exploiting
the strong state dependence of transient errors in
resistive memory devices, and by allocating the
correction capabilities to minimize the probability
of errors.

Floating Point
In situ computation is fundamentally based
on a fixed-point representation, which creates
significant challenges for efficiently performing floating-point calculations. Because values
must be aligned prior to addition in fixed-point
emulation of floating-point, the mantissa values
must be padded based on the difference
between the exponents of the two values. This
padding can significantly increase the size of the
operands at the cost of storage, energy, and
latency. In the worst case, double precision floating-point values require 2100 bits (2046 pad bits,
a 53 bit mantissa, and a sign bit), and by extension 21002 crossbar operations, assuming single
bit DACs and memory cells. To mitigate these
prohibitive overheads, Feinberg et al.19 propose
several techniques. These techniques leverage
the properties of floating-point matrices, including
exponent range locality, to reduce the overheads
to an acceptable level. Exponent range locality is
the observation that although the worst-case
exponent range requires 2100 bits, the range of
exponents within a matrix, or a portion of a matrix,
can be captured with significantly fewer bits.
Sparse Matrices
Dense matrices (i.e., matrices with very few zero
coefficients) are the ideal case for in situ computation. In analog MVM with a crossbar, the entire
memory array is charged regardless of the contents
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of the matrix, consuming a largely fixed amount of
power regardless of the matrix density. Therefore,
when operating on sparse matrices with a large
number of zeros, the efficiency of in situ computation is greatly diminished. Conventional techniques
for handling sparse matrices rely heavily on indirection, encoding nonzeros as <coordinate, value>
tuples to allow zeros to be skipped; however, there
is no analog to this capability in in situ systems.
Blocking, where the matrix is split into contiguous blocks and blocks of all-zeros are discarded,
is a natural analog to mapping the matrix to a set
of memory arrays. However, the choice of block
size is essential to achieving efficient blocking.
GraphR14 selects smaller arrays of 8  8, using
the arrays as a form of MVM functional unit, and
streaming a sparse matrix representation of a
graph through the arrays. Alternatively, Feinberg
et al.19 propose using a set of larger arrays with
different sizes to capture the dense blocks within
the matrix, processing some of the remaining values that are ill-suited to blocking with a conventional von-Neumann processor.

CONCLUSION
Initial research shows that in situ accelerators can be architected to meet the requirements of applications beyond machine learning
while still preserving the performance and
energy benefits of in situ acceleration. However,
challenges remain to improve the efficiency of
these techniques. Although memristive accelerators significantly reduce data movement, coordinating computation, and marshaling data within
a large accelerator, or between systems of multiple accelerators, remains largely unexplored.
Additionally, many proposed in situ accelerators
rely on the matrix being written infrequently
such that writes can be amortized over a large
number of MVM operations, limiting the applicability to workloads with infrequent matrix
updates. If these challenges are addressed, in
situ memristive computation can provide benefits to an enormous number of applications with
linear algebra at their core.
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